Managed Web Application Security Services
Managed
Web
Application
Security

For organizations that
want Complete
Managed Web
Application Security.

Key Advantages:









Proven Website and
Web Application
Protection
Security-As-A-Service
Delivery
24x7 state-of-the-art
Security Operations
Center
Compliance Support
Improved Website
User/Visitor Experience
Secure, Non-Invasive
Deployment Options

At eSecurity Solutions,
security is our only business.
Since 2003, we have focused
exclusively on products,
services and managed
services especially for
business. We don’t sleep
until your data and business is
secure and compliant.

Defend Your Organization
Against Website Attacks
Web Application Security is Essential
Web application attacks are one of the most
serious risks in today’s threat landscape. They
are prevalent—seven out of ten environments
will be attacked an average of 40 times during
a year—and they’re dangerous, implicated in
many high-profile data breaches. From SQL
injection attempts to cross-site scripting
exploits, protection is essential.

Web Applications are one
of the most serious threats.
7 out of 10 environments
will be attacked 40 times
during the year

Web application firewalls (WAFs) are an ideal technology for defense—able to
understand incoming traffic and intercept attacks, they’re a practical approach to
guarding your applications and data. However, they also require expert tuning and
management to be effective; otherwise, they impact site availability by blocking
legitimate traffic or are tuned down to a level where they are no longer effective.

eSecurity Solutions’ Complete Web Application Security
eSecurity Solutions provides its customers four distinct advantages: market leading
security tools, a fully managed SaaS delivery model, integrated 24x7 Security
Operations Center (SOC) services to monitor and provide expert guidance, and it is
deployable anywhere a customer has IT infrastructure – including the cloud.
eSecurity Solutions Managed Web Application Security Services delivers on the WAF
promise. The first fully managed Security-as-a-Service WAF, Web Security Manager
provides:


Proven WAF technology that block attacks with negative and positive
security features and learning that adapts to your traffic patterns



PCI DSS 6.6 compliance without code reviews



SaaS delivery that removes typical WAF management headaches



Non-invasive, no-downtime deployment, providing the optimal mix of
security and ease of implementation



Managed services that extend your capabilities with tuning, monitoring,
alerting, expert guidance and assistance with incident remediation by
certified security analysts



Superior value, leveraging eSecurity Solutions’ investment in highly available
infrastructure, security technology and expert staff for a monthly fee—with
no capital expenses
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Managed Web Application Security Services
Managed Services Removes the Headache
Our Full Line of Managed
Security Services includes:










Firewall/VPN
Endpoint Security
Email Security
Web Security
Access Control
Intrusion Detection
Vulnerability Scanning
SIEM Security
Monitoring
PCI Compliance

eSecurity Solutions Web Security Manager deploys on-premise, in hosted
environments or in the cloud, without complex integration. Now you can protect
your web applications and sites with proven technology and expert staff without the
difficulties usually experienced
eSecurity Solutions Can Manage it All
with web application firewalls. Let
eSecurity Solutions help manage
 24/7 monitoring keeps you protected
your web application security
 Web security analysts identify
services. We can work with you
unusual activity, investigate, and
make corrections
to define best practice
 Rapid responses to inbound incidents
policies,then implement, monitor
 Ongoing tuning to maintain WAF
24x7 and maintain your web
performance
application security. We provide
 Proactive WAF changes when your
scalable solutions that fit small,
application code changes
medium, and enterprise
businesses. Additionally, we offer
flexible pricing models that include annual, quarterly, and monthly options. We are
there for you when you need us with expert advice and services.

Features & Key Benefits
 Web Security Manager protects your websites and business-critical applications
from web application attacks, including zero-day exploits and emerging threats.

Why eSecurity Solutions?
 Security Experts for
over 10 Years
 We are vendor
certified
 We work with top tier
vendors in the
industry
 We have a strong
customer base

 Fully managed Security-as-a-Service delivery means fast, simple
implementation with no capital expenses and predictable monthly fees—no
software upgrades.
 eSecurity Solutions services provide 24x7 monitoring and incident escalation by
our certified security analysts, along with ongoing tuning and management.
 Web Security Manager provides immediate PCI DSS compliance, along with
support for other compliance mandates.
 Intelligent caching provides a superior site visitor experience, with scalability
limited only by hardware and network.
 Implement on-premise and in hosted and cloud environments with our noninvasive, no-downtime deployment mode, providing industry-leading security
without physical network changes.

Contact us for a quote or
information today:
886-661-6685
sales@esecuritysolutions.com
www.esecuritySolutions.com
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